
Are your third parties
exposing you to location risks?
SUPPLY WISDOM’S GUIDE TO CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF LOCATION RISK

POST COVID-19 RISK MANAGEMENT

RELY on third parties to notify them

are REACTIVE after the risk event has occurred

OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS the top risks in terms of 
likelihood and impact1 include location risks like:  

63%

Source:

1. World Economic Forum, 2020 Global Risks Report, January 15, 2020. 

2. Shared Assessments Third Party Risk Summit Geo-Political Pandemic Risk 
    webinar poll of 400+, April 29, 2020

IGNORE location-based risk altogether

Natural disasters

Infectious diseases

Extreme weather

Environmental 
disasters

Global governance 
failure

Social instability

Unfortunately, today 
most organization’s
risk programs...

YET

This leaves organizations exposed and 
unable to proactively avoid or mitigate 
location risks
COVID-19 started as a location-based 
epidemic risk in Wuhan, China before 
it spread around the world...

Resulting in business disruption 
risks that varied greatly 
between locations due to local:

THE PROBLEM

Cybersecurity risks

Financial 
pressures

Absenteeism

Remote work 
requirements

Risks are dynamic, not static. 
Events like COVID-19 result in cascading 

third-party risks:

Compliance
and legal risks 

–– +

• Infection rates
• Healthcare infrastructure
• Government policies and   
     restrictions

Of third-party risk leaders lack confidence 
in their ability to monitor their location’s 
changing risk profiles.2
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Elevate Your Third-Party Risk Monitoring Program
With Supply Wisdom’s Continuous Location Monitoring

COMPREHENSIVE

Beyond cyber & 
financial

Location Monitoring

CURATED

No noise & zero 
false positives

No time wasted 
searching for relevancy

SINGLE SOURCE

6 third-party
risk categories

8 location
risk categories

PATENTED

Unique solution

No other even
comes close!

µ

CONTINUOUS

Always-on 
monitoring

Real-time intelligence, 
scores, & reports

Continuous Location Monitoring 
Across A Broad Risk Framework

www.supplywisdom.com   |   info@supplywisdom.com   |   +1. 212. 547.9481

THE SOLUTION

In today’s RAPIDLY CHANGING and EVER-EVOLVING GLOBAL RISK 
ENVIRONMENT, it’s critical to continuously monitor location-based 
risks. Location risk intelligence gathered during a point-in-time 
assessment QUICKLY becomes stale and virtually worthless.
 
A Comprehensive Location Risk Monitoring Framework should 
include GEO-POLITICAL risks like natural disasters, infectious 
diseases, extreme weather events, government changes, and 
social unrest plus: MACRO-ECONOMIC, LEGAL, FINANCIAL, 
INFRASTRUCTURE, BUSINESS, SCALABILITY, QUALITY OF LIFE

Continuous location monitoring means organizations and leaders:
BENEFITS OF LOCATION MONITORING

Have access to real-time risk intelligence for proactive risk 
avoidance and mitigation decisions

Don’t have to rely on third parties and are, therefore, better 
informed of location incidents as soon as or even before 
they happen

Can be confident in their ability to monitor the location-
based risks that effect their third-parties’ and operations’ 
changing risk profiles

Supply Wisdom is a patented risk solution that equips global enterprises with 
continuous third-party and location-based risk intelligence, real-time risk 
monitoring, in-depth risk assessments, and risk scorecards to minimize the 
risks of disruption facing their business and third parties.

Comprehensive
Location 

Risk Monitoring 
Framework
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